HOW TO USE THIS PAMPHLET

The secret to successfully earning a merit badge is for you to use both the pamphlet and the suggestions of your counselor.

Your counselor can be as important to you as a coach is to an athlete. Use all of the resources your counselor can make available to you. This may be the best chance you will have to learn about this particular subject. Make it count.

If you or your counselor feels that any information in this pamphlet is incorrect, please let us know. Please state your source of information.

Merit badge pamphlets are reprinted annually and requirements updated regularly. Your suggestions for improvement are welcome.

WHO PAYs FOR THIS PAMPHLET?

This merit badge pamphlet is one in a series of more than 100 covering all kinds of hobby and career subjects. It is made available for you to buy as a service of the national and local councils, Boy Scouts of America. The costs of the development, writing, and editing of the merit badge pamphlets are paid for by the Boy Scouts of America in order to bring you the best book at a reasonable price.
Requirements

1. Explain to your counselor what the words genealogy, ancestor, and descendant mean.

2. Do ONE of the following:
   a. Create a time line for yourself or for a relative. Then write a short biography based on that time line.
   b. Keep a journal for six weeks. You must write in it at least once a week.

3. With your parent’s help, choose a relative or a family acquaintance you can interview in person, by telephone, or by email or letter. Record the information you collect so you do not forget it.

4. Do the following:
   a. Name three types of genealogical resources and explain how these resources can help you chart your family tree.
   b. Obtain at least one genealogical document that supports an event that is or can be recorded on your pedigree chart or family group record. The document could be found at home or at a government office, religious organization, archive, or library.
   c. Tell how you would evaluate the genealogical information you found for requirement 4b.

5. Contact ONE of the following individuals or institutions. Ask what genealogical services, records, or activities this individual or institution provides, and report the results:
   a. A genealogical or lineage society
   b. A professional genealogist (someone who gets paid for doing genealogical research)
   c. A surname organization, such as your family’s organization
   d. A genealogical educational facility or institution
   e. A genealogical record repository of any type (courthouse, genealogical library, state or national archive, state library, etc.)

6. Begin your family tree by listing yourself and include at least two additional generations. You may complete this requirement by using the chart provided in this pamphlet or the genealogy software program of your choice.

7. Complete a family group record form, listing yourself and your brothers and sisters as the children. On another family group record form, show one of your parents and his or her brothers and sisters as the children. This requirement may be completed using the chart provided or the genealogy software program of your choice.

8. Do the following:
   a. Explain the effect computers and the Internet are having on the world of genealogy.
   b. Explain how photography (including microfilming) has influenced genealogy.

9. Discuss what you have learned about your family and your family members through your genealogical research.
Introduction

Exploring your roots—where your family name came from, why your family lives where it does, what your parents and grandparents did for fun when they were your age—can be fascinating. Discovering your ancestors—your parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, and so on—back through history is what genealogy is all about.

Doing genealogical research is like being a private investigator. Getting started is easy: You list your name, your birthday, and the places you have lived. Then you record the same information for your brothers and sisters and your parents and their parents. This pamphlet will help you find and organize the information you gather, learn new skills, and gain a new appreciation of who you are.

The Influence of Family and Personal History on Society

As you research your family, you will discover what life was like for your ancestors and will feel more connected to them. For example, you might find out how your grandmother felt when her first child was born or what your great-grandfather did for a living.

Daily life might not have changed as much as we may be led to believe. As you trace your ancestors’ history, you may learn that they lived in a different country, ate different food, or wore different clothes, but you probably will find that the same things that made life meaningful to you today are the things that made life meaningful to your ancestors.
Your Life and Your Family History

The easiest place to start your family history is with your own history. You can begin your life story by doing some of the following activities.

**Writing a Journal**

You should write in your journal on a regular basis—every day, every week, or every month. It is a log of your activities, thoughts, and feelings. You can write about things such as:

- Where you live and the room in which you sleep
- What you ate for breakfast, lunch, or dinner
- Your likes and dislikes
- The people you live with
- Other relatives and friends
- What happened in school or with your friends
- After-school and weekend activities
- Your future plans—what you hope to do or want to be

This list is just a suggestion of some topics you might discuss in your journal. Write about what is important to you.
Recording Your Life Story
A personal history, or life story, tells about what happened in the past. It may include quotes or stories from your journal or diary. In a small way, writing about your own and your family's history helps preserve the history of our nation. Start your life story by listing the following:
- Your full name
- The date and place of your birth
- The full names of your mother and father, brothers and sisters, and other relatives
- The addresses of any places you have lived

Flesh out your list by writing what you know or remember about your past and current life. You might describe the following:
- Your earliest memories
- The different places you have lived
- Your friends and what you do together
- What your father, mother, or other relatives do (or did) for a living
- Errands or household duties
- Any health problems you have had
- Hobbies
- Community activities
- Vacations
- Favorite sports, books, or music
- Schools you have attended
- Your favorite and least favorite subjects in school

You might also tell about happy, funny, or hard times in your life. Be honest about your thoughts and feelings.

Recording Family History
A family history tells of the family as a unit and describes each person in that unit. It may include quotes or stories from different relatives. A family history should include as many generations as possible.

When gathering family information from relatives, you will need to talk or write to them to obtain information about their lives. You might ask about the following:
- Their full names
- What they do (or did) for a living
- The names of their parents, brothers, and sisters
- What their clothes, food, and homes were like when they were growing up
- Where they lived and what was the community was like
- Community activities they were involved in
- Military service and what it was like
When you talk to someone about his or her past you are obtaining an oral history, as opposed to reading a history that is already written. We all have oral family histories. A good way to collect oral history is through interviews. To learn how to interview, try interviewing yourself first. Write down the questions you want to ask. Then ask yourself those questions. Either write down the answers or speak into a recorder or video camera. Once you have done a self-interview and have familiarized yourself with your recorder or camera (if you plan to use one), you can then interview your mother or father, brothers and sisters, grandparents, aunts, uncles, or other family members.

Using a video recorder makes the interview process easier and more accurate. By using a tripod, you can give your full attention to the person you are interviewing and will not get distracted by trying to write down what she or he says. Plus, the recording will become a family treasure.

Once you start interviewing your relatives, you may learn they played an important role in history. For example, during World War II, these Navajo Marinos transmitted top-secret radio messages in a military code based on the complex Navajo language. The code could not be cracked by the enemy and was crucial in a number of Allied victories during the war.

- Choices they made in life such as whether or not to go to college or to take a certain job
- Stories of things that happened to them—the funniest one, the most embarrassing one, the one they learned the most from, or the one they feel is most important to share with you

When interviewing, always be sensitive to people’s feelings. Do not pressure anyone who seems uncomfortable. Move on to a question about another memory the person would be happy to share.
Making a Time Line

A time line is a chart that shows the events in a person's life. A time line can show the events from a person's birth until the present or from birth until death if the person has died.

You can make a time line as simple or as complex as you like. It should include at least 10 items. If you want to make a detailed, illustrated time line, use large paper (such as butcher paper) so you will have plenty of space for drawing or for adding photographs. If you choose not to illustrate your time line, an 8 1/2 by 11-inch sheet of paper will work well.

The time line shown here has a horizontal line that represents a person's life. The vertical lines indicate dates and events. The distance between the lines shows the time span between events. For example, if there is a span of five years between two events on the time line, the space on the line between those two events will be larger than the space between two events that occurred one year apart.

You can make a time line for yourself or for your father, mother, or another relative. Show the events that were important in your life or your relative's life, such as birth, births of brothers or sisters, starting school or a sports or music program, vacations, or health problems. You also can include the dates of community or world events such as the year a new president was elected.
Gathering Information From Family Members

Once you have interviewed a relative, you have begun the process of collecting genealogical information about your family. You can then start preparing a family tree, or pedigree chart. When making a family tree, you should try to gather information from several sources so that you can evaluate the information and decide which information is the most accurate.

Research into any subject consists of deciding which questions you want answered and then collecting information until you have found the answers. For example:

- **Whom** do you want to learn more about?
- **What** do you want to know about these individuals?
- **When** did certain events take place, such as births, marriages, or deaths?
- **Where** did those events take place?
- **How** did your ancestors get from one place to another?
- **Why** might your ancestors have made certain choices in life?

In other words, to get the right answers in genealogy, you must begin by asking the right questions. Then you must know where to go to find accurate answers. The first place to start is your home.

As discussed in the previous chapter, you should begin by asking questions of your mother and father, grandparents, aunts, uncles, and other relatives. You can do this in person or by telephone, email, or letter. Longtime neighbors may add helpful bits of information as well. If your family recently moved to the United States from another country, it is important to ask your parents and other relatives about the country where they lived. Even if you are not formally interviewing all these people, write down or record the information they tell you.

Not all the information someone tells you is necessarily correct. Relationships (such as Great-uncle Ralph was Grandpa Erickson’s brother) are usually correct. But names, places, and dates may not be accurate. People tend to forget details as time passes. Later, you will need to double-check the information you gather from your family against other records.

In addition to talking with your family, look for the following sources of family history in your home:

- Certificates (of birth, baptism, marriage, death)
- Birth announcements
- Funeral programs, obituaries, and other newspaper clippings
- Wedding invitations and announcements
- Family Bibles
- Letters, diaries, and journals
- Military records and other personal records
- Deeds and wills
- Photographs

After locating these sources in your home, you can visit other relatives (or call or write to them) to find out what helpful family records they have. It can be fun to talk to them and discover what they have and to hear about what they know.
Gathering Information From Records and Other Sources

After you have gathered as much information as you can from your family, it is time to start searching through records. Records will help you make sure the information you have gathered from your family is correct and will help you discover new information that your family did not know.

Helpful Genealogical Records

Now for the great mystery in genealogy—whic records do you use? It is really not much of a mystery at all. Just think about how many records about you there already are. A birth certificate was issued when you were born. Your place of worship may have a record of your birth or of ceremonies you participated in. Schools you have attended have records on you as well. These are some of the basic record types that are often used in genealogy.

A good place to start looking for records is your local library or genealogical society. To find out if your community or county has a genealogical society, check the business pages of the telephone book or use an Internet search engine. If there is not such an organization near enough for you to visit, you can always call or write to one. The staff cannot trace your ancestors for you, but they can point you in the right direction.

Even if your parents or ancestors were not born in the United States or Canada, there are usually records made about them in the country where they lived. Many of the records are of the same type as those used in the United States. Use a research guide for the country to find the records that will be most helpful. Such research guides and other helps can be

Family heirlooms can be good sources of historical information. Memorabilia such as war medals, report cards, and newspaper clippings might give a glimpse of an ancestor's personality.
Locating Various Vital Records

The pamphlet "Where to Write for Vital Records" tells you where to find birth, death, marriage, or divorce records. You can write to the state or city government where the event occurred, or you can visit state archives or libraries for microfilm copies of the records.

Some families keep a record of the names and birth dates of all family members, in family Bibles. However, many families do not keep such records. In the United States, state and local governments are responsible for recording vital records. The majority of these records are kept in the offices of the state or county. However, some records may be kept in other locations, such as religious institutions, hospitals, or genealogical societies.

Vital Records

Vital records are created to record births, marriages, deaths, and other important events. By obtaining copies of these records, you can get valuable information about your ancestors. These records may be created by governments or by families.
Using Indexes to Vital Records and Other Records

Many genealogical records have *indexes* that make them easier to use. An index takes all the names from a large number of records and puts them in alphabetical order, so you do not have to waste time looking randomly through several volumes of records. Sometimes the index is in the record. Often it is a separate volume. Indexes to state vital records are sometimes available in major genealogical libraries, such as the Family History Library in Salt Lake City, Utah. In addition, there are many indexes to vital records on the Internet.

An index is just a shortcut for finding a record. It does not contain the full content of the record itself. You should always try to find a copy of the *original record*. For example, an index of birth records may include the person’s name and birth date but may not include the names of the person’s parents.

There is another good reason why you should always try to find the original record. Every index has at least a few mistakes in it. Sometimes the mistakes are small, such as the misspelling of a name, but other times a mistake such as the one shown below could throw you completely off the trail of your ancestors.

The index showed the family’s surname as Styerman. The family’s surname was actually St. German. By looking at the handwriting on the original record, you can see how the person who copied the record for the index misread the name.

Some records have been destroyed by fire or other disasters. For example, many records in the southeastern United States were destroyed in the Civil War (1861–65). And in other cases, the records may never have been created. Just after the war people were too busy trying to rebuild and survive to bother with making vital records.

When government records are not available, then family and religious institution records become more important. Good supplements also are found in federal and state censuses and military records.

1880 U.S. Census Index, [http://www.familysearch.org](http://www.familysearch.org)
Using Census Records

Census records are another major type of record used in genealogy. Census records are created to help determine the number of representatives for government, how many people should pay taxes, and similar information. Census records help us piece together family histories because they often list the people who are living together in the same house. Census records exist for most countries.

In the United States, census records are one of our best genealogical sources. U.S. census records began in 1790, and in 1850 U.S. census records began to list every family member by name.

Among the legacies of slavery is the way in which enslaved African Americans were counted in U.S. censuses from 1790 to 1860. They were listed only by their first names. It was not until slavery was outlawed that African Americans who had once been slaves were able to choose surnames. Members of the same family did not always take the same name, which can make compiling an in-depth family history extra challenging.

U.S. federal census records are taken every 10 years. They are arranged by state and then usually by county within each state. Several types of indexes often are available to help you find the record of a specific person or family within the census record. The Internet has many of these indexes, together with scanned images of the actual census, and some of the services are free to use.

If you need to find census records for a country other than the United States, check a research guide to find out for which years censuses exist for particular countries and to learn how to access them.

A wealth of genealogical information can be found when you locate the record of your ancestor’s family in the U.S. census. The censuses of 1880, 1900, 1910, and 1920 are particularly rich in detail. The 1850, 1860, and 1870 census records are helpful, but they give less information about each person. The majority of the 1890 census was destroyed by fire.
Gathering Information From Records and Other Sources

Census records do not become available until 72 years after the census was taken. Until then, everything in the census is private and can be obtained only by a close relative, who must show a need to have a copy of the entry from the census record. The latest census that is available now is the 1930 census.

To find a relative in a census record you need to know the following:

- **The name the relative was using.** For a married female ancestor this is important because she would be listed under her maiden surname. After she married, she would be listed under her married surname.

- **The place where the relative was living at the time of the census.** If you are looking for a person in a U.S. census, for example, you need to know which state and county the person was living in at the time the census was taken. In a county, you need to know which town your relative lived in. In a city, you should know the person’s address or at least which part of the city he or she lived in.

Steps for Finding Someone on the Census

**Step 1**—Decide which census you want to search.

**Step 2**—Is it on the Internet? Many U.S. censuses available (and many for other countries) are on the Internet.

**Step 3**—Is it indexed? All of the U.S. censuses available are indexed. You can access the indexes by searching the following websites: http://www.ancestry.com, http://www.genealogy.com, and http://www.heritagequest.com. Be sure you know whether the index you are using includes every name on the census or only the heads of households. Knowing this will affect your search strategy.

**Step 4**—Is there a local library, genealogical society, or Family History Center near you that has a subscription to the above websites? Access to the censuses on these websites is not free.

Using Newspapers

You can find information about your ancestors in newspaper articles. You may find some in your home or in libraries or in newspaper offices. Obituaries and birth and wedding notices are where you will most often find family history information.

Tens of thousands of newspapers have been published in the United States, past and present. When looking for information about your ancestors, do not overlook smaller newspapers that cater to a particular city neighborhood, ethnic or racial group, or religious group. For example, more than 5,000 African American newspapers have been published at one time or another, some dating back to the early 1800s. Such newspapers might have printed a detailed obituary of your ancestor if he or she was well-known in the community, whereas large-circulation newspapers often print only brief death notices. A librarian can help you find newspapers that might be useful to you and can assist you in obtaining microfilm copies if they are available.
Using Cemeteries

Tombstones are a great source of information about people. For many cemeteries, the names, dates, and other information on tombstones have been copied, or transcribed, and the information put into books or on the Internet. A local genealogical society or Family History Center might be able to help you locate a transcription of a cemetery that is too far away for you to visit.

Books about the history of towns and counties often include biographical sketches of early settlers and leading citizens. If your ancestors have been in the United States for several generations, you may find information about your ancestors in one of these books.

Using Family and Local Histories

Family histories—those put together by family members—are another source of genealogical information. Relatives may have kept a copy of their family history in their homes, but sometimes they are available in libraries. They may be just lists of family members with their dates and places of birth, marriage, and death, plus the names of relatives. Or they may include detailed biographical information about each person.

Using Family Organizations

An extended family organization is one that includes your grandparents, aunts, uncles, and first cousins. It also may include your great-grandparents, your grandaunts and granduncles, and your second cousins. Members of your extended family can be helpful in telling you about your family history and genealogy.

In addition to these informal family organizations, two types of more formal family organizations are organized with genealogical purposes in mind: ancestral family organizations and surname organizations.

Ancestral family organizations are created around an ancestral couple and include all of their descendants. For example, John and Jane Clough who came to America in the early 1600s are the center of a Clough family organization. Everyone who belongs to this organization should be able to trace his or her ancestry to this couple. The purposes of a family organization are to do good research into the ancestry and descendants of a couple and to record and share the information. Such an organization often publishes major family genealogies and newsletters that may be available in some major libraries.

A surname organization is based on a surname that is associated with a specific geographical area and time period. The geographical area may be quite small, or it may include an entire country. For example, the Dewees Family of America covers the entire United States from the 1680s to the present.

Lineage Societies

Lineage societies are organizations that require a person to be able to trace and document his or her ancestry to the group of people the society is honoring. For example, the Society of California Pioneers is for the descendants of California settlers before the gold rush (pre-1850). The International Society of Sons and Daughters of Slave Ancestry is a lineage society that honors ancestors who were enslaved. Lineage societies have both national and local chapters. Your local library or genealogical society can help you identify and obtain current addresses for lineage societies that may be of interest to you.
Surname organizations are interested in the genealogical records of anyone with the surname, and they use the information they collect to try to establish various family relationships. A surname organization often records this information and deposits it in a library or archive where interested persons can access the information.

**Using Genealogical Periodicals**

Genealogical periodicals or magazines can provide helpful information on how and where to find sources. Information taken from censuses and vital records (from counties, towns, religious institutions, cemeteries, and family records) may also be published in them. Some of these magazines are listed in the resources section of this pamphlet. Contact your local or state genealogical society for a list of periodicals that would be helpful for your research.

Many of the periodical articles have been indexed in the Periodical Source Index, or PERSI for short. You can search PERSI for free at [http://www.ancestry.com](http://www.ancestry.com).

**Deciding Which Records to Use**

Now that you are familiar with the type of records that are available, you can start thinking about what information you want to track down. Here is one example of some steps you might take to uncover new information.

**Step 1** — Decide what you want to find out. For example, “Who were my great-grandpa’s parents?”

**Step 2** — Find out what kind of record will give you that information. You might recall that your birth certificate gives the names of your parents, so maybe your great-grandpa’s birth certificate will give the names of his parents. You also remember that your mother told you your great-grandpa was born about 1903 in Massachusetts.

**Step 3** — Find out where the records you need can be found. If you discover that records for births in Massachusetts in 1903 are available at the Family History Library, you could rent a microfilm copy from a local Family History Center and get a copy that way.

---

**The Family History Library and Family History Centers**

The Family History Library was founded in 1894 to aid members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints with their genealogical research. Today the FHL is the largest genealogical library in the world and is open to the general public. Anyone can use the library’s resources free of charge. In addition, more than 4,000 associated branch libraries called Family History Centers are located throughout the world. Family History Centers are often located in local meetinghouses of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and staffed by volunteers. Most Family History Centers have computers with Internet access to genealogy websites.

The FHL’s collection includes more than 2.3 million rolls of microfilm and thousands of bound books. New microfilm of genealogical records from all over the world is continually being made. There are currently 200 cameras taking microfilms in 44 countries.

All of the library’s holdings are described in the Family History Library Catalog, which is available on the Internet at [http://www.familysearch.org](http://www.familysearch.org). Most of the microfilms in the FHL’s collection can be rented through a local Family History Center. Usually the films must be ordered, and there is a small fee to cover the postage and other expenses.

This new information enables you to start the process over again with a new question. For example, you might now decide to see what you could find out about your great-grandfather’s brothers and sisters. A census record would list the whole family together, so you might decide to look at the first census that was taken after your great-grandfather was born. A librarian at your local library could help you access a website the library subscribes to that indexes census data. Suppose you find that the census you want—the 1910 census—has not yet been indexed. That is not a problem. You go to Plan B and search the...
1920 census, which has been indexed. Your experience searching the census record might go something like this:

Librarian: “Just type in Edward Quinn and choose Massachusetts as the state.”
You: “There are no matches.”
Librarian: “Are you sure he lived in Massachusetts in 1920?”
You: “Maybe not. I think my mom said that the family lived in Rhode Island, too.”
Librarian: “Let’s try that.”
You: “Still no matches.”
Librarian: “Do you know anything else about Edward’s family?”
You: “I know his father’s name was Michael and his mother’s name was Catherine.”
Librarian: “Maybe we should try searching on Michael Quinn in Rhode Island.”
You: “There are 11 matches! One has a wife Catherine and a teenage son named Edward!”
Librarian: “Looks like you found what you were looking for.”

As you can see, you do not always get instant results. Sometimes you need to do a little creative thinking to come up with another name or place that may yield the results you are looking for. When you find a useful census record, make a copy of it. The record can give you quite a bit of information, including the ages and names of family members and the type of job the head of the household had.

How to Use the Information You Gather

As you gather information on your family, you may find that some of it includes errors and/or contradictions. Contradictions occur when two records show different things. When you find an error or contradiction, you have to figure out which sources are the most trustworthy. You might need to do some detective work in evaluating the material you have gathered.

Practice your genealogy detective skills by reading the following story. See if you can catch the errors and contradictions.

Case Study

Your dad tells you that your grandpa—his dad—Zacharias Smith, was born January 26, 1925, in Portland, Multnomah County, Oregon, to parents Ebenezer Smith and Sara Woodbury. Your dad also told you that Ebenezer was a famous lumberjack. You go to a local library and find a history of Portland, Oregon. Believe it or not, you find Ebenezer mentioned as a lumberjack, but it does not say that he was particularly famous. The book mentions Sara, but it gives her maiden name as Woodburn, not Woodbury. You decide to get Zacharias’ birth certificate, hoping that it will tell you his parents’ names. It does, and there Sara’s name is listed as Sara Elizabeth Woodbury (she was also the informant, that is, the person who informed the clerk of the birth). The birth certificate also says that Zacharias was born January 22, 1925. You check the 1930 census to find out how old Ebenezer and Sara were. You find them in Portland with Zacharias and his brothers and sisters. Ebenezer was a 35-year-old lumberjack and Sara was a 37-year-old housewife. The census also shows that he was born in Tennessee and she was born in Nebraska.

What was Sara’s maiden name? Two out of three of your sources said her name was Woodbury, while only one said Woodburn. Also, which of the three sources is most likely to be trustworthy? Zacharias’ birth certificate is probably the most reliable (as long as the clerk who wrote the record did not
make a mistake because the information about her name came from Sara herself. Your dad's memory is a pretty reliable source. The least reliable source would be the Portland history. That is because it is not a firsthand source, and you are not sure where the author got the information.

About when were Ebenezer and Sara born? You can estimate their years of birth because you know how old they were at the time of the 1890 census. If you subtract Ebenezer's age, 35, from 1890, you get 1855. If you subtract Sara's age, 37, from 1890, you get 1853. Ebenezer would have been born around 1855, and Sara would have been born around 1853. Remember, however, that these are only estimates. You still do not have their exact birth dates.

Can you trust your father's memory? He was right about some of the facts he gave you. However, he did not know Sara's middle name, and he was off four days on his father's birthday. Also, you have not uncovered anything so far that proved your great-grandpa was famous. Family stories are always a good place to start, but they are not always completely correct. They usually have some truth in them, but they can get changed or exaggerated over the years, so it is always a good idea to dig a little deeper.

When evaluating information, use the facts and data you already have and compare them with the new evidence. Then decide whether they fit together well with the rest of your information. Do this continually as you look at more sources of information to be sure the genealogical information you gather is accurate.

Spelling

When evaluating records, do not write off a record simply because the surname you are researching is not spelled the way you are used to seeing it spelled. Surnames have not always been spelled consistently. In earlier times, not everyone had the privilege of learning to read and write. The person writing down the name spelled it the way it sounded. In addition, many countries do not use the Roman alphabet we use in the United States. If Russian, Indian, Chinese, Korean, and many other names must be transliterated into the Roman alphabet. Often a name can be transliterated in several different ways, which means if the spelling of the name will not always be the same. The table provided shows some different spellings for a selection of names.

Nicknames are another thing to check. You might have trouble finding an ancestor because you know only the person's nickname and not the full name, or vice versa. The table here shows some first names and the nicknames for them. Would you have guessed some of them? Your ancestor's name might also be abbreviated to the initials of his or her first and middle name.

Names of places are often spelled in different ways, too. The key to finding your ancestors is to have an open mind!

Keeping Track of Information

You should keep track of where you find your information so that other people will be able to find it if they need to. Plus, documenting your sources shows other people that they can trust your work.

There are two ways to keep track of your steps. One way is to write down your sources on your family group record or some other place that makes sense to you. Another possibility is to keep a research log.

There is no wrong or right way to document your sources. The important part is to write them down somewhere so that you or someone else can find the information again.
### Genealogy as a Profession

Professional genealogists do genealogical research to make their living. Some work for businesses that specialize in genealogical research. The genealogists do the actual research, but the company does all the communicating with clients, reporting, handling of finances, taxes, and other business matters. Some professional genealogists have their own businesses. They do the research and handle the business aspects.

Anyone can call himself or herself a professional genealogist. It is the responsibility of the person hiring a genealogist to determine if he or she is qualified. The Board for Certification of Genealogists and the International Commission for the Accreditation of Professional Genealogists test professional genealogists to ensure they are qualified to do good genealogical research in the area or areas of their specialty. These programs test the genealogist in both knowledge of sources and in actual research skills. These organizations can provide a list of genealogists who have been certified or accredited.

**Board for Certification of Genealogists**

P.O. Box 14291  
Washington, DC 20044  
Website: [http://www.bcgcertification.org](http://www.bcgcertification.org)

**International Commission for the Accreditation of Professional Genealogists**

P.O. Box 970204  
Salt Lake City, UT 84097-0204  
Telephone: 888-813-6729  
Website: [http://www.icapgen.org](http://www.icapgen.org)

Qualified genealogical researchers almost always specialize in a particular geographical area. This is because the record sources for each area are different and records are constantly changing. It is not possible for one single person to keep current in all geographical areas, although knowledge of basic research procedures is the same in any locality.

If you ever decide to hire a professional genealogist, your local genealogical society can usually provide you with a list of genealogical researchers in your area and help you find out if he or she is accredited by one of the above organizations.

---

**Research Log**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ancestor's name</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Locality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of search</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description of source (author, title, year, pages)</th>
<th>Comments (purpose of search, results, years, and names searched)</th>
<th>Document number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Put down the day you did the research to find the information.

Write the title and a brief description of the record you are looking at. For example, “My grandfather’s birth certificate” or “1920 U.S. Census, Marshall County, Mississippi.”

Record what you found (or did not find), for example, “I found grandpa’s birth certificate in the attic.” Even if you do not find information where you expect to find it, you should document where you looked, for example, “I did not find grandpa’s family on the 1920 U.S. Census, Marshall County, Mississippi.” Doing this will help you know where your family is not.

---

**GATHERING INFORMATION FROM RECORDS AND OTHER SOURCES**
Recording and Organizing Information

The Pedigree Chart

To begin, you need a blank pedigree chart form to organize the information you gather about your ancestors. When making a pedigree chart, you start with yourself and then include information about your parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, and so on, for the direct line of your family. You are a descendant of all the people listed on your pedigree chart. You probably will not have all the information at first, so just write in what you do know and leave the other spaces blank.
1. Me
When Born:
Where:
Married:
Where:
Died:
Where:

My Spouse

2. My Father
When Born:
Where:
Married:
Where:
Died:
Where:

3. My Mother
When Born:
Where:
Married:
Where:
Died:
Where:

4. His Father
When Born:
Where:
Married:
Where:
Died:
Where:

5. His Mother
When Born:
Where:
Married:
Where:
Died:
Where:

6. Her Father
When Born:
Where:
Married:
Where:
Died:
Where:

7. Her Mother
When Born:
Where:
Married:
Where:
Died:
Where:

Step 1—Fill in your information. You are No. 1 on your pedigree chart. Write your complete name, then your birth date with the day first, then the month, and then the year. Always give four digits for the year. Example: 14 May 1994. Then write the place you were born. Write place names from smallest to largest like this: Chicago, Cook, Illinois, United States. Chicago is the city, Cook is the county, Illinois is the state, and United States is the country. For foreign countries, use the same idea—that is, listing the places from smallest to largest. There probably will be some information on your pedigree chart that you will not be able to fill in yet, such as your marriage information!

Here are some more examples of how to write place names, going from smallest to largest. Later on you will see why it is important to include so much detail.

- Drakemuir, (village) Dalry, (parish) Ayrshire, (county) Scotland (country)
- Ghatal, (town) Banswara, (district) Rajasthan, (state) India (country)
- Newport, (town) Hants, (county) Nova Scotia, (province) Canada (country)
- Acapantzingo, (town) Cuernavaca, (county) Morelos, (state) Mexico (country)
2. My Father
When Born: 
Where: 
Married: 
Where: 
Died: 
Where:

Step 2—Fill in your father’s information in the No. 2 position on the chart. If you do not know some of his information, such as his place of birth or your parents’ marriage date, ask!

3. My Mother
When Born: 
Where: 
Married: 
Where: 
Died: 
Where:

Step 3—Fill in your mother’s information in the No. 3 position on the chart. Use her maiden name, which is the surname (last name) she had when she was born. In genealogy always use a married woman’s maiden name if you know it.

Step 4—Fill in information for other ancestors. Now that you understand how to record information on your pedigree chart, you can find information about the names, dates, and places for your grandparents and, if possible, great-grandparents.

Remember, it is fine to leave a blank space for any information you do not yet have. Some blank spaces for your more distant ancestors may never be filled in because there may be no records or the records may not be available to you.

Some people make their pedigree charts with computers. To do genealogy on a computer, you need genealogy software. See the Developments in Genealogy chapter and the resources section for more information on genealogy software programs.
The Family Group Record Form

Your pedigree chart contains information about your parents, grandparents, and other direct ancestors. But what about other relatives such as brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, and cousins? They, too, are an important part of your genealogy.

The form used to record information about them is called a family group record form. One form usually lists information for one family unit: that is, the father (husband), the mother (wife), and all their children (listed in order of birth with the oldest child first).

Slightly different formats are available, but they all show the same basic information. To begin, first get a blank family group record form. You may want to photocopy the one provided here.
All Families Are Special

There are many different types of families. For example, you may live in a home with the father and mother to whom you were born. Or you may live in a home with only one parent, with two parents where one is a stepparent, or with other relatives. Your family may include half brothers and half sisters or stepbrothers and stepsisters. Each of these persons is an important member of your family.

On your pedigree chart it does not matter if the people you list as your family are biological (bloodline), adopted, step, foster, or other relationships. If you feel they are your family, list them on your forms.

Sometimes, however, there is a need to know the biological ancestry of a person, often for medical purposes. For this reason, it may be a good idea to place a note on the back of your genealogy forms that indicates when a relationship is other than bloodline.

If you have questions about what name should be placed in any position on your pedigree chart and family group record forms, ask your parents and your marital badge counselor. There is no right or wrong way to do it. It is a matter of individual choice.

Obtaining Genealogical Forms

You can get pedigree charts, family group record forms, and other genealogical forms from many suppliers. Where you choose to get them will depend on your own personal preferences.

If you have access to a personal computer with genealogy software that prints pedigree charts and family group record forms, you can print some out. If you have access to the Internet, blank forms can be printed for free from the following websites:

- http://www.familysearch.org
- http://www.pbs.org/kbyu/ancestors/charts

You also can get blank charts and forms from a genealogical supply store or a genealogical society.
Developments in Genealogy

Years ago, family historians had to travel to the place where the records they wanted were located. They had to copy down by hand any information they wanted to keep. This meant that people who wanted to do genealogy had to have the time and money to travel.

By the middle of the 20th century, however, microfilm had come into use. Microfilm is film of a paper document, such as a newspaper, photographed at a reduced size. The words and pictures on microfilm can be viewed with a microfilm reader, which magnifies them to their original size or larger.

Microfilm copies of original records from various places can be sent all over the world. People no longer have to travel so far to view a record. The records travel to them! Records may be viewed at a nearby genealogical library. The Internet has made accessing records even more convenient. With Internet access, it is possible to view many records on a personal computer in your home or school.
Microfilm and Microfiche

Micrographics is the branch of photography that captures images of records at a size much smaller than the original for storage and later use. Microfilm and microfiche are the two formats most commonly used in micrographics.

A microfilm camera reduces the size of the original image to a size that can fit on the film. Microfilm cameras may take pictures that range from a few times smaller than the original to many hundreds of times smaller than the original. Here is an image of a Boy Scout and the same image approximately 10 times smaller than the original. You could fit 10 images of the Boy Scout into the space where you originally only had one. You can see why microfilm is a great way to store records—it takes up much less space than the original records.

Advantages of microfilm include the following:
- There is less wear and tear on the original record.
- Microfilm can be duplicated into multiple copies so that people in many different places can have access to the record. In other words, microfilm makes wide distribution of the record possible.
- Microfilm serves as an archival, or preservation, copy of the record. If something were ever to happen to the original record, the microfilm is a backup.
- Microfilm provides an exact image of the original record, which prevents the possibility of mistakes creeping in when a record is copied by hand.
- Microfilm takes up much less storage space than the original documents.

Microfilm usually comes in either 16 mm or 35 mm widths.

Digital Imaging

During the late 20th century, micrographics was cutting-edge technology for the preservation and distribution of original records. In the 21st century, however, digital imaging is the tool of choice.

A digital image is a picture of something, such as an original census record, that is stored electronically. A digital camera is used to take the picture. The camera converts images into a digital code that can then be read by a computer. The code associated with one image, usually called a file, must be stored somewhere so that it can be seen, or retrieved, later when someone needs it.

Data on the earliest computers were stored on punch cards that had the code punched into them. Next, files were stored on magnetic tape, then on magnetic disks (called floppy disks because the first ones were actually flexible). Today, files are stored on floppy disks, compact discs (CDs), digital versatile discs (DVDs), or the hard drive (disk) of a computer or other device. Digital cameras have their own tiny hard disk on which image files are stored until they can be transferred, or downloaded, to a computer and then saved on to a longer-term storage device, such as a CD.

One advantage of keeping images in a digital format is that it is easy and inexpensive to make copies. Another strength of the digital format is that the quality of each copy is as good as the original. However, if you do not have access to a computer or your computer does not have the software to read the files, digital records are of no use to you. In addition, computer technology changes rapidly, so data must constantly be transferred from outdated storage formats to current ones.
Computers and Indexes

The enormous storage capacities mentioned above and the processing capabilities of modern computers have made possible not only digital imaging but also digital indexing and searching. Suppose you were doing your research 50 years ago. What if you did not find information about your ancestor in the place where he or she lived? You would then have to search in all the places near where your ancestor lived. At least this would have meant looking through many microfilms. But it also could have meant having to send for, travel to, or hire someone to search the records at another location. Now, many records have been put into databases and indexed so you can enter what you are searching for and let the computer do some of the hunting for you.

The Internet

The Internet increases the number of people who can access a database. Instead of people having to get their own copy of a database, many people can use the same database at once.

When you go to a website for a genealogical record database, all you need to do is type in your search request. Your computer sends your request over the Internet to the server, or mainframe computer where the database is stored. The server then sends the information requested back to your computer.

Genealogical research today

Genealogical Databases on the Internet

Once you have decided which ancestor you are going to research, try one or more of the following Internet databases:

1. User-contributed (meaning the information is from individual people)
2. Index of an original source
3. Images of an original source (sometimes with an index)

The difference between the three is the source of the information. Remember that before you accept information as fact, you must decide whether it is correct and whether it is about your ancestor. Take a moment to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each type of database. Understanding the limitations of a database helps you determine the reliability of the information it offers.

User-contributed databases allow you to take advantage of the genealogy that other people have already traced. You might be able to get in touch with distant relatives who also are working on your genealogy. The drawback is that the person may not have done his or her research very carefully and it may contain mistakes.
Indexes of an original record provide you with an easy-to-search index of records from a documented source. These indexes are based on original records and not someone’s opinion. However, the fact that a person had to enter the information into a computer in the first place also means that typos and other mistakes are likely. Often you will have to pay a fee to use these databases.

Images of an original record may or may not be indexed. If they are indexed, they offer one of the easiest ways to access information about an ancestor. You can look for your ancestor and then immediately view the original source to make sure the information is correct. If the images are not indexed on the computer (they may be indexed somewhere else), you can still look at the original record instead of having to find a copy of it. Many times these databases cost money to use.

Before April 1999, the International Genealogical Index was available only at about 4,000 Family History Centers and a few libraries that had copies of it. When it was placed on the Internet, it became available to millions of people. The IGI is just one example of many online genealogical databases.

Other Genealogical Resources on the Internet
In addition to Internet databases, there are many other types of websites that can help you with your family history. For instance, sites devoted to different countries and regions can help you learn about the history, traditions, or customs of a particular place. Many people working on their family histories have put up websites where they post information about the genealogical work they have completed so far. These sites can be quite helpful if you find one that has information about an ancestor you and the other person have in common. There also are websites of archives and libraries that give information about original records. Some of these websites are free, while others require that you pay a fee to use them.

Local family history and historical societies can be excellent sources of valuable genealogical information. Most societies have websites that provide at least a mailing address where you can write for information. Some have sites that offer complete online indexes of records. Many of these societies have indexes and records that you can purchase if you cannot find the records elsewhere.

Societies focused on tracing certain ethnic groups are very similar to local family history societies. They specialize in finding records about one particular group and therefore can give you help that you might not find anywhere else.

Large archives and libraries almost always have websites. Sometimes they have online indexes. Usually, these websites will give you at least an idea, if not an actual catalog, of the records the archive or library holds. They will also tell you how you can access their records. You may be able to visit and view their records in person, or they may have a search service that will do the search for you for a fee. They might provide information about professional researchers you can hire.

Menu sites, such as http://www.cyndislist.com, help you find other websites. They are usually organized by place and then subject. For instance, if you were looking for a local genealogical society that covered Washtenaw County in Michigan you would:

- Scroll down to the United States Index: States, Regions, and Localities within the States.
- Click on “Localities” for Michigan.
- Click on the first letter of the county, “W,” for Washtenaw County.

A list of links to websites about Washtenaw County would appear. Among these websites you would see a link for the Genealogical Society of Washtenaw County. You can follow these steps for any state and county in the United States, or for other countries.
Using Search Engines

Search engines typically use keywords. Keywords are words that are unique to what you are searching for. For example, in the following sentence, “I am looking for the grave of my ancestor Rose Goldman.” You would likely pick the words grave and Rose Goldman because the other words are very common and can be used in many other contexts.

If you just typed in grave and Rose Goldman you would get thousands of hits. You would need to narrow your search. To do this, you might add the name of the place Rose Goldman died or the year of her death to your search terms. Remember, however, that not all the Rose Goldmans you find will be your ancestor. In fact, it is possible that none of the matches you get will be your ancestor.

Remember, too, that computers are not as smart as you are. For instance, suppose you are looking for your ancestor named Marco Angelo Benedetto. You type his name into the search engine, and it does not find him. However, if you were looking at the original record, you would find him as M. A. Benedetto. You would know this is probably him, but the computer was looking for an exact match. This same idea applies to any type of search on a computer, not just a keyword search.

Menu sites are helpful for identifying websites that can assist you in tracing ancestors belonging to a particular ethnic group or nationality. If you were looking for resources related to Jewish genealogy, for example, you could go to http://www.cyndislist.com and scroll down the list of places and topics until you get to the heading, “Jewish.” Click on the heading and you will find links to many websites for Jewish genealogy. If your particular ancestry is not listed by name then click on the name of the country your family came from. For example, click on the heading, “Italy/Italia” to find information on Italian genealogy.

Search engines are a great way to search the Internet. Bear in mind, however, that they are much more helpful if you are looking for places or things rather than individual ancestors. For example, if you were looking for the National Genealogical Society’s website, you would type National Genealogical Society into the search engine. Their site will probably be among the first few hits.

Genealogy Software Programs for the Personal Computer

Personal computers are a great help when organizing your genealogical research. You can type your information into a genealogy software program instead of filling out forms by hand. Then you can print out any charts or forms you might need. The best part is that if you make a mistake, it is easy to correct. Another nice thing about genealogy computer programs is that you can easily make copies of your work for other people.

These programs can do a variety of things. Not only can you enter names, dates, and places, but you can keep track of your information sources. If you have photos of your family, you can scan them and position them next to the information for that person. Some programs allow you to keep research logs as well. Some basic programs are free, while others must be purchased. See the resources section for information about a few of these programs.

Founded in 1903, the National Genealogical Society serves as a center for genealogical activities and interest at the national level. Members of the society are both amateur family history researchers and professional genealogists. The NGS publishes the National Genealogical Society Quarterly, featuring genealogical writing, previously unpublished source materials, and reviews of new books in the field of genealogy. The bimonthly NGS Newsletter features information about the society’s activities and programs.
Tips for Online Safety

The Internet is a useful and convenient tool. But you should use the Internet only with your parent’s permission and knowledge, and when you are online, be careful to guard your privacy and protect yourself from potentially harmful situations.

These tips will help you stay safe. Your parent, counselor, or librarian may talk with you about other rules for Internet safety.

- Follow your family’s or school’s rules for going online. Respect any limits on how long and how often you are allowed to be online and what sites you can visit.
- Protect your privacy. Never exchange emails or give out personal information such as your phone number, your address, your last name, where you go to school, or where your parents work, without first asking your parent’s permission. Get your parent’s permission before sending anyone any family photographs.
- Only open emails or files you receive from people you know and trust. If you get something suspicious, trash it just as you would any other junk mail.
- If you receive or discover any information that makes you uncomfortable, do not respond. Immediately tell your parent or another responsible adult.
- Never agree to get together with someone you meet online, unless your parent approves of the meeting and goes with you.
- Keep your Internet password a secret.
- Always get your parent’s permission before doing any online shopping.
- Remember that not everything you see or read online is reliable. Along with lots of great information, the Internet has lots of junk. Learn to separate the useful from the worthless. Talk with your counselor or another experienced adult web user about ways to tell the difference.
- Be a good online citizen. Do not do anything that harms others or is against the law.
Glossary

ancestor. A person from whom you are descended, for example, your parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents.
database. A collection of records taken from one or more sources and compiled on a computer.
descendant. Person descended from an ancestor (son, daughter, grandson, granddaughter).
digital image. A picture that was taken by a digital camera and is stored electronically.
direct line. Parents and the parents of parents.
event. A birth, marriage, death, religious ceremony, burial, or something that happens in the life of a family member that is important enough to record.
family group record. A form that has spaces for organizing information about members of a family. The parents are recorded at the top of the form, then their children below them. Events such as births, marriages, and deaths; the dates of the events; and the places where they happened are recorded.
genealogical society. An organization of people with a common interest in the family history either of a particular surname, a religious or ethnic group, or a geographical area. Examples include the Watkins Family Organization, the Catholic Family History Society of England, the French-Canadian Genealogical Society of Connecticut, and the Albuquerque Genealogical Society.
genealogy. The study of one’s ancestors—parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, and so on back through history.
generation. Each step back in parents is a generation. You and your brothers and sisters are a generation. Your parents are another generation. Your grandparents are another generation, and so on.

head of the household. The person in a house who is responsible for the others in the house. In most cases this is the father of a family, or if he is absent, the mother.
index. A shortcut to using a record. In genealogy, indexes are usually arranged alphabetically by the names of people in the records, but they may also list place names or other things.
maiden name. A married woman’s surname before she got married, that is, the surname of a married woman’s father.
micrographics. The branch of photography in which documents are photographed, reduced, and transferred to microfilm or microfiche.
oral history. The passing down by word of mouth from one generation to another of stories and events in a family’s history.
original records. Records created at or near the time that an event occurred. In genealogy some examples are vital records, religious institution records, and census records.
pedigree chart. A form that shows several generations of parents, grandparents, great-grandparents, etc. It is also often called a family tree or ancestor chart.
research log. A place where a researcher records the genealogy research he or she has done. A research log helps avoid unnecessary duplication of research.
source. A person, book, record, document, tombstone, or other place where information was obtained.
statewide index. An index that arranges all the counties of a state into one alphabetical list by surname. A countywide index would do the same thing for a county. A nationwide or national index would do the same thing for an entire country.
surname. A person’s last name or family name.
transcription. A handwritten, printed, or typewritten copy of something. A transcription requires that someone read, interpret, and then rerecord the information in the record. A photocopy, microfilm, or digital image of a record is not a transcription.
vital record. A record recording firsthand information about a birth, marriage, or death.
Genealogy Resources

Scouting Literature
Boy Scout Journal
Visit the Boy Scouts of America’s official retail website at http://www.scoutstuff.org for a complete listing of all merit badge pamphlets and other helpful Scouting materials and supplies.

Books


Magazines
Family Chronicle
Toll-free telephone: 888-326-2476
Website: http://www.familychronicle.com
Family Tree Magazine
Toll-free telephone: 888-402-9022
Website: http://www.familytreemagazine.com

Archives and Libraries
National Archives and Records Administration
8501 Adelphi Road
College Park, MD 20740-6001
Toll-free telephone: 866-272-6272
Website: http://www.archives.gov

Library of Congress
Local History and Genealogy
Reading Room
10 Independence Ave. SE
Thomas Jefferson Building, LI G42
Washington, DC 20540-4600
Website: http://www.loc.gov/rr/genealogy

Mid-Continent Public Library
Genealogy and Local History Branch
Website: http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/genh

New Orleans Public Library
Telephone: 504-596-2610
Website: http://nutrias.org/~nolpl/info/ouflinfo/oulinfo.htm

The Newberry Library
Website: http://www.newberry.org/genealogy/collections.html

Genealogical Societies
AfriGeneas
Website: http://www.afrigeneas.com

Ancestry.com
Website: http://www.ancestry.com

Cyndi’s List of Genealogy Sites on the Internet
Website: http://www.cyndislist.com

FamilySearch
Website: http://www.familysearch.org

Genealogy.com
Website: http://www.genealogy.com

RootsWeb
Website: http://www.rootsweb.com

The USGenWeb Project
Website: http://www.usgenweb.com

The WorldGenWeb Project
Website: http://www.worldgenweb.org
Genealogy Software
Family Tree Maker
Website: http://www.familytreemaker.com
Gene 4.3.4
Website: http://www.ics.uci.edu/~eppstein/gene
Genealogy Pro for Mac OS X
Website: http://www.macgenealogy.org/genealogy-pro-x
Family Tree Maker® 2008
Website: http://www.genealogy.com/softmain.html
Legacy 6.0 Family Tree
Website: http://www.legacyfamilytree.com
Personal Ancestral File
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Website: http://www.familysearch.org
Reunion 9
Website: http://www.leisterpro.com
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